
Phonological and lexical contexts and the phonetic realization of [voice] in Japanese
This paper reports on experimental work that investigate the extent to which speakers manip-

ulate two phonetic parameters, fundamental frequency (f0) and voice-onset time (VOT), in the
realization of the phonological contrast of voicing in standard Japanese. We follow up on the hy-
pothesis by Kingston & Diehl 1994 that phonetic implementation is accessible to speaker control,
with context-sensitive realizations as an enhancement strategy in order to maintain a phonological
contrast. Instrumental studies have shown that English speakers are sensitive to VOT and f0 dif-
ferences when discriminating between voiced and voiceless segments (Whalen et al. 1993). In our
first experiment, we examine whether changes to VOT compensate for the neutralization of f0 cues
to voicing in post-focal position.

A lexical context where phonetic enhancement is functionally useful is to distinguish between
minimal pairs. Baese-Berk & Goldrick 2009 and Wedel, Sharp & Jackson 2014 found that English
speakers lengthen initial VOT when uttering voiceless-initial words with a minimal voiced pair
(pox, with minimal pair box) when compared to words without a minimal pair (posh, *bosh). In
our second experiment we build upon this finding to see whether f0 is subject to such lexically-
conditioned enhancement effects.

Experiment 1. Four Tokyo Japanese subjects (2M/2F, mean age = 26) produced bisyllabic
target obstruent-initial words in a prosodically pitch-accented context (1a) and in a post-focal deac-
cented context (1b). The target words were tagged for accent category: initial accent (‘fall’), penini-
tial accent (‘rise’), or unaccented.

Four pairs of mean f0 and mean VOT were computed for each combination of prosodic context
(pitch accent or post-focus) and initial voicing (±voice).

Results: Both prosodic context and initial voicing had significant effects on f0 (linear mixed
effects, p < 0.05). The difference in mean f0 between voiced-initial and voiceless-initial words
narrowed to 18Hz when uttered in the post-focal context as compared to 49Hz in the pitch-accented
context. There was no significant effect of prosodic context on VOT. Figure 1 shows f0 results for
a female speaker.

Experiment 2. Seven Japanese subjects (3M/4F, mean age = 23) uttered target and filler words
in isolation. The target words consisted of four sets: voiced-initial wordswith aminimal voiced pair,
voiceless-initial words with a minimal voiceless pair, and voiced/voiceless-initial words without a
minimal pair. Each subject was presented with only one half of the minimal pairs in voicing. Mean
f0 and mean VOT were computed for each subset.

Results: Linear mixed effects modeling was performed on the data. The presence of a minimal
pair in voicing resulted in greater VOT in the production of voiceless stops (µ = 7ms, p < 0.05).
In the production of voiced stops, there was no effect of minimal pairs on VOT, but a significant
effect on f0 (µ = 5Hz, p < 0.05).

Discussion: The two experimental settings diverged with regards to phonetic enhancement:
post-focal deaccenting did not trigger VOT lengthening to maintain a voicing contrast, while the
lexical conditioning triggered both VOT lengthening and greater f0 perturbation. That f0 is ma-
nipulated under lexical ambiguity is consistent with Kingston and Diehl’s (1994) hypothesis and
further lends support to the theory of tonogenesis whereby the pitch correlate of voicing contrasts
lead to tonal contrasts following the loss of the voicing distinction (Kingston 2009, Haudricourt
1954).
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(1) a. Kore-wa
this-

____-to
____-

iimasu.
is.said

‘This is called ____.’
b. KARE-no

HIS-
dewa
with

naku KANOJO-no
HER-

____
____

de
with

omoidashimashita.
I.remembered

‘I was reminded of it by HER ____, not HIS.’

Figure 1: Female speaker mean f0 values for experiment 1. S1 is the first syllable, S2 the second.
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